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M36 AND 818 BLAST OFF

Lift off. We have a lift off !! Yes, the world's
newest and most powerful, the STAFIX l[136

mains powered, and the STAFIXB|8 battery

powered energisers have blasted off to a record

breaking start. They in fact sold out within three

days of landing in South Africa.

While it might only take one small step to come

up against a fence powered by one of these

babies it certainly induces one giant step to get

away from the fence. One proud new owner of
an M36 said it only took one shock off his new

fence to tum his dog into a vegetable vendor -

this after the dog touched the fence l lKms from
the energiser ! The dog, he claims, took off down

the road shouting onions! onions! onions!

PAKTON POWER PROBE

FLASHING ARROW DIRECTS YOU TO THE FAULT
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TALKING ELECTRIC FENCING

The S.A. electric fencing market is too small to
keep a good idea a secret for long. How often
have you had a good idea and tried to keep it
under wraps on your own erection sites, only to
see it popping up all over the place and you
getting no credit for your brain wave? All too
often I am sure. Our new technical mouthpiece,

Talking Electric Fencing, is not going to solve
this problem, but hopefully it will get you some
recognition and credit for your contribution to
the electric fencing industry.

So, once you've milked as much advantage out
ofyour new concept as possible, and before it
becomes old hat, why not contribute to the
electric fencing industry in general by spreading
"your" idea through the mouthpiece Talking
Electric Fencing.

Enclosed with this newsletter is an example of
Talking Electric Fencing containing some ideas

on how to train animals to respect electric fences.

Others in the series so far include Tubby
Hardman on the electrification of cattle grids,
Rod Kloka on the sectorisation of electric fences,

Kiwi, Bob Woodhead, on the sizing and

selection of solar panels and batteries for
energisers, and one on a new way of designing
electric fences by the Aussie inventor of the
Pakton DVM and Probe, Paul Thompson.

REVOLUTIONARY NEW
" DIRECTIONAL DISPLAY,'
DIGITAL VOLT METER

Tired of walking your electric fence lines
looking for faults? Ndlovu Fencing is proud to
introduce the PAKTON POWER PROBE to the
South African electric fencing market.

This revolutionary new Volt Meter - for starters
it has no leads, you simply place it onto the live
wires - displays both fence voltage and current
draw (in amps) and then an arrow indicates the
direction you are to follow to locate the fault.
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PRICE INCREASES?
Your Guess is as good as mine

We intend to hold current prices as long as we can
but the prognosis for the future does not look too hot.

With the Rand still bucking about we look set for
price adjustments in the near future. Ironically, as I
type this letter the radio announcer has just predicted
that as a result of our finance minister, and part time
brickie, Trevor Manual's budget, the Rand is set to
stabilise and interest rates to decline. Obviously the
DJ has not looked at a paper lately and seen the
lalest record lov'levels to which the Rand has sunk.

STAFF ROUND .UP

G'Day Pardner - We are pleased to announce
that as from the first of March99 Shaun
Williamson will be joining the Ndlovu
partnership

Having attained his BCompt (Hons) at the end of
98, Shaun was faced with the choice of going on
to becoming a C.A. and enjoying vast wealth, or
of taking the plunge with the old toppies and
risking great poverty.

We are very pleased to welcome Shaun into the
business and hope that we will all enjoy a long,
harmonious, and mutually beneficial association.

We are also very pleased to welcome Gavin
Bulford to the Ndlovu corral. Gavin is based in
Gauteng at our Jet Park outlet. He is no new boy
to the electric fencing game having worked both
as an erector and in sales with other companies.

That's it for a belated 1999 openers. We wish
you all a shockingly prosperous final year of the
millennium

WHAT ELSE IS NEW ?

N77I COMBI-STRAINER

Not exactly a "new product" but "new" in as
much as we now produce them in house.

Special introductory discounts are negotiable
on initial bulk orders.

N773 "MINI ATLAS" STRAINER

This is a small stainless steel version of the
popular Atlas wire tensioner specifically
designed for use with stainless steel or braided
wire. Ideal for wall top fencing. Price R2.15

WALL TOP ACCESSORIES

N772S SS Tension Springs Price R1,30
N773R Restricted Tension Spring

N505 Spring Hooks Y101 Lugs
R,60 R1.55

R106 5 Line P.V.C/Reinforced Bar R7.20

Height above the wall - 500mm
1Omm Powder coated steel rod

N 730 S Soft lead out / underground cable
(SABS l0l7l8 as a guide) Black Rlf 9.00

White R123.00
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ELECTRIC FENCE POWER PROBE@

BIG SAVINGS FOR

ELECTRIC FENCE OWNERS

An Electric Fence Power Probe TM saves you time and money, it's the easy way to find faults
on your electric fence. The Australian designed Electric Fence Power Probe TM was developed to
simplify the detection of faults on large permanent electric fences. By accurately measuring the current
flowing in the fence 'live' wire the Power Probe will lead you directly to the fault.

Easy to carry and simple to use. To find the fault, use the pocket
size Power Probe to measure the voltage of the fence by placing the
metal tip over the live wire. The kilo volts reading is shown on the
left side of the easy-to-read display. The current reading is shown
on the right hand side of the display. A higher than usual current
reading indicates a short circuit. BUT, all you need to do is follow
the illuminated direction arrow to find the fault. No current reading or
direction arrow means that you have passed the fault.
The manufacturer supports the product with free telephone
assistance and 12 months guarantee (excluding battery).

Unique product features.

Simple to use - one touch operation

leads you quickly to the fault

clearly indicates the direction of the fault

digital reading shows you the voltage and current

no wires or clips means no tangles or shocks

Available from:

NDLOV{.J FENCING
P.O.BOX 13898
CASCADES
3202

ELECTRIC FENCE CENTRE
P.O.BOX 30174
WITFIELD
1464

PHONE 0331 472591 011 3973s07
FAX 0331 472780 0113977610
CELL 0825572780 0827838449

0837022607 083737 8928
E-MAIL ndlovu@stafix.co.za efc@stafix.co.za

The DIGITAL Electrrc Fence Power Probe6
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No cur ent and no arrows means not 'this way'
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Arrow says this way'

Voltage is lower than usual
Current is higher than usual

Finding faults with the
Electric Fence

POWER PROBE

2. At each intersection
check readings in each
direction.

1. At the beginning of the fence.
A fault is indicated.

Tvpes of faults

There are two common types of faults on electric fences. An OPEN CIRCUIT
is where the live wire is broken. This leads to no voltage at all on the sections
after the break. These are relatively easy to flnd by testing the fence for
voltage.
A SHORT CIRCUIT is where the live wire touches ground or an earth wire, or
an insulator breaks down. This leads to a reduced voltage throughout the
system and no (or little) voltage at and beyond the fault. When a SHORT
circuit occurs a large amount of current flows through the live wires.

Checkinq vourfence

Use the POWER PROBE to measure the voltage on the fence by placing the
metal tip over the live wire. The reading is shown by the numbers on the left
side of the display. lf it is lower than usual then you may have a short circuit.
To be an effective barrier the fence should have in excess of 2.5 kV on it.

3. Keep following direction
arrow to the fault.

Fault Findinq Technique

Always start close to the energiser'where the lead out wire is connected to
the fence is a good place to start. This way you will always start on the
energiser side of a fault. If the voltage is lower than usual hnd the cunent is
higher than usual then you may have a short circuit. Follow the direction
arrows towards the fault. lf the Power Probe shows faults in more than one
direction always follow the direction with the worst (highest) curent reading.
The fault direction arrows will light when the Power Probe calculates that the
leakage (load) is worse than an acceptable value.
Note that, for a multiwire fence the current flow will be seen on the "feed'wire
but not on the'blind" (dead-end) wires.

Take the time to "play" with the POWER PROBE. Place pretend "faults" (short
the live wire to grounded metal) on your fence and "find" them. The
experience will be invaluable when you come to find 'real" faults. Get to know
the "usual" current used by your fence and the "usual" voltages around the
system. With long fences the "usual" current reading may be as high as 5
Amps. This will also depend on seasonal conditions such as grass and

As easy as
1..2..3
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INTRODUCING GAME TO ELECTRIC FEI\CES
BY MAURICE WILLIAMSON

All animals need to be trained to respect electric fences. It is
important therefore that an animal receives a good shock the first time
it makes contact with an electric fence. So, assuming that the fence
is well constructed, is the right design, and is rvell earthed, the
animals must then be given plenty of time and space to learn that
their new perimeters are hostile. Don't rush them. don't cramp thent

Belorv are some tried and tested methods of introducing game to electric fences :-

I ) Porver up the electric fence as construction proceeds.
This should be done on a daily basis. The reasons for doing this are :-

(i) It rvill ensure that inquisitive animals receive a good shock the first time they make
contact r.r'ith the fence. Tliis rvill reduce the time needed to train game as the leaders
rvill either communicate, or the herd rvill sense, that their new perimeter is hostile.

(ii) It will reduce the incidence of damage to the fence line caused by anirnals testing it
rvhile it is off. Besides damaging the fence, the game will also lose respect for it and
then it rvill take longer to train them when the fence is eventually su'itched on.

(iii) It wili enable the erector to check for faults as construction proceeds. It is very
frustrating to srvitch on a nervly erected electric fence and then have to walk kilornetres
of fence line looking for faults.

'' 2) Pad rvipe the live rvires n,ith molasses.
' As a rule of thumb live rvires should be
' situated at nose height to the animals you
, intend to control. A simple r.r'ay of attracting
, the game to sniff the live wires is to w.ipe

1 some diluted molasses onto the live rvires.
The game will soon learn, via their damp
tnuzzles, what electric fencing is all about.

3) Attach tin cans, aluminium strips, or metal
spinners to the live rvires.
Not only rvill these attaclunents improve fence
visibility but if scented, as in 2) above. witli
molasses or miik porvder, they will further attract
the ganre to approach cautiously and investigate,

FOR INFOR]\,IATION ON THE STAFIX RANGE OF C''CLrc WAVE ENERGISERS
CONTACT

NDLOVU FENCING - 0331 472591 / FAX O33l 472591/ E-MAIL - ndlovu@stafix.co.za
ELECTRIC FENCE CENTRE - 0l I 3973507 / FAX 0l I 3977610 / E-MAIL - efc@stafix.co.za
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A variety ofspecies, a variety ofsizes.

Aluminium Spinner
(rvind activated)



4) Install flashing neon lights on the fence.

Conrmonly called live lights, these lights

drarv the power needed to make them flash

frorn the electric fence's impulses. The

flaslring live lights improve fence line

visibility and this in turn will prevent nocturnal

feeders, such as hippos, frorn blundering into

the fence. Live lights also enable one to see

at a glance at night if the fence is rvorking'

5) Maintain power on the fence line at all times.

Unlike on a livestock farm where domesticated animals soon become accustomed to

electric fences, in the rvild one encounters changing populations and species with

differing sizes, ages, and sex. These variations result in differing behavioural responses

to the fence. Further, the wilder an animal, the more sensitive it appears to be to an

electric fence and the sooner it will detect if an electric fence is on or off. So, rather than

let the animals detect that the electric fence is off and lose respect for it, tnake sure that it

is on at all times.

The installation of lit,e lights, or a simple electric fence voltage monitor. will also

elable one to continuously monitor that the fence line is pou'ered. It is advisable to

keep a spare energiser module as a standby.

6) Consider the Seasons.

Time of 1'ear and season will influence an animals response to an electlic fence. In the

dry u,inter rnonths one is not only faced rvith the problem of poor soil conductivity and

inefficient ground earthing, the animals themselves are also better insulated in their

thicker rvinter coats. It is better to introduce animals to electric fencing in the moist

sprir-rg or summer months.

7) Keep the fence line clean and rvell cleared.
Not olly rvill this prevent voltage and power loss but it will also help prevent animals

fron-r blundering into the fence and facilitate maintenance. A strip three meters wide on

eit6er side of the fence line should be kept clear of bush and trees and the grass kept

short. A u'eedicide may be sprayed directly under the fence line but beware of causing

erosiorr in hilly areas. Game rvill corne to associate this rvell cleared strip with a shock.

8) Electrify trans location bomas.
Just as cornmercial cattle farmers use a rvell fenced, electrified, training cantp to

introduce new animals to electric fencing, so too should the game farmer. By attaching

electric rvires onto the ir-rterior of a boma one can train animals in the boma to respect

electric fences. These offset electrified rvires should only be srvitched on once the
animals have settled down in the Boma.

Itiaurice l|/illiamson is C E.O. of Ndlovu Fencing, the S.A. distributors
of the l\tetu Zealand ntanufactttred Stoftx range of cyclic wave eleclric

fence energisers An anintal science graduatefrotn Natal University,
hefirst v,orkedv'ith electricfencing in Scotland back in 1973. In 1978 he

successfully introduced high pox,ered electric fence energisers ittlo the

South African ntarket and he ltas over lhe past firen4t yeqvs ,layed o u,oro,

rctle in propagating electric fencing as an fficlfue wildlfe ntanagentent lool.
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